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Contento Auditorium Seating | Boundless Solutions



Contento provides customized solutions for multipurpose spaces including auditoriums and classrooms. Contento’s clever 
assembly system combined with its durable construction and slipcover upholstery makes it easy to install and maintain. 
Customize Contento to specific aesthetic and functional needs with a range of multiple finishes, writing tablets, arm cap/
end panel styles, power & data supply and row/aisle numbering system options.
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Heavy Duty Anti-Panic Tablet Arm
Available in 5 sizes, the heavy-duty anti-panic tablet arm automatically flips up and stores 
when the user gets up. Built for the toughest environments.
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Long Lasting Comfort
The seat and back are formed of cold molded high-density foam over rugged tubular steel 
frames with integrated elastic webbing. This construction ensures strength, long-term 
comfort and consistent appearance over time.

Removable Slipcovers
Soiled seat and backrest upholstery slipcovers can be replaced in the field within minutes.

Flexible Install System
Unique telescopic seating system allows chairs to be installed in curves or spaced to 
ensure perfect fit and alignment in the field.

Ultra-Quiet Gravity Seat Lift
No noisy springs or lubricants needed to ensure continuous smooth action. Fully enclosed 
nylon pivot and seat stops eliminate finger or clothing pinch points.
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Contento Options

Outer backs and seat undersides can be finished in wood or laminate, durable black urethane or upholstered in fabric. 
Back heights: 35”, 40” and 42”  seat widths: 19.5” – 24”  back pitch: 14º, 17º and 19º.

Unique telescopic seat system ensures aisles are even and allows chairs to be installed in a tight radius.

Flat arm cap available in wood or poly Crowned arm cap available in 
wood only

Curved arm cap available in wood 
or poly

Seat Finishes

Curved Installation

Arm Caps
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Aisle panels can be full or partial length and finished in wood, upholstery or laminate.

Intermediate standards can be open or enclosed in wood, laminate or upholstery. 

Aisle lights Recessed and surface 
mounted signage

Row lettering

Seat numbering

Donor plates

ADA and removable chair options

Five sizes of anti-panic tablet arms for 
heavy duty and standard use

Power and data supply systems Riser and pedestal mounts

Aisle End Panels and Intermediate Standards

Additional Options



dauphin.com

100 Fulton Street
Boonton, NJ 07005 
Tel: 800.631.1186
Fax: 800.220.3844
info@dauphin.com
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